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Abstract: Particulate matter (PM) pollution in China has an obvious characteristic of spatial
distribution. It is well known that intensive anthropogenic activities, such as fossil fuel combustion
and biomass burning, have great influence on the spatial distribution of PM pollution. However,
the spacescale-dependent relationships between PM concentrations and weather conditions remain
unclear. Here, we investigated the characteristics of two types of particulate pollution, including
PM2.5 and PM10, and their spatial relationships with meteorological elements in 173 cities throughout
China from March 2014 to February 2015. Results: (1) High PM2.5 concentrations were distinctly
located southeast of the Hu Line, and high PM10 concentrations were distinctly situated north of
the Yangtze River; (2) Spacescale-dependent relationships were found between PM pollution and
meteorological elements. The influence of temperature had similar inverted V-shaped characteristics,
namely, there was serious PM pollution when temperature was about 15 ◦C, and there was slight
PM pollution when temperature was less or more than 15 ◦C. Annual precipitation, wind speed,
and relative humidity were negatively correlated with PM, while annual atmospheric pressure was
positively correlated with PM; (3) The ideal meteorological regions were identified according to the
quantified spatial relationships between PM and meteorological elements, which could be defined
by a combination of the following conditions: (a) temperature <10 ◦C or >21 ◦C; (b) precipitation
>1500 mm; (c) atmospheric pressure <900 hPa; (d) wind speed >3 m/s; and (e) relative humidity >65%,
where air pollutants can easily be scavenged. The success of this research provides a meteorological
explanation to the spatial distribution characteristics of PM pollution in China.

Keywords: PM pollution; meteorological elements; spacescale-dependent relationship; ideal
meteorological regions; China

1. Introduction

Air pollution is a global epidemic, caused by chemical and biological molecules, and particulate
matter (PM), which results in various environmental and human health impacts. Many studies have
shown that ambient air pollution is related to public health, ecological plant growth, and regional and
global climates [1–7]. A critical component of air pollution is atmospheric PM, which includes fine
particles with small diameters that remain suspended in air and do not settle. PM10 denotes particles
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with an aerodynamic diameter of 10 µm or less, and PM2.5 denotes those with a diameter of 2.5 µm
or less. High concentrations of air particulates can have environmental impacts, such as degraded
atmospheric visibility, and human impacts, such as acute or chronic respiratory diseases [8–15].
Between 1990 and 2005, global population-weighted PM2.5 increased by 6%, with noted increases in
Asia [16]. In recent years, some mega-cities in China, particularly during winter in the northern regions,
have experienced serious and continuous haze pollution [17], which has resulted in an increased
interest in exploring the chemical characteristics and the source apportionment of PM [18,19]. The
dire situation has led some environmental staffers in polluted regions, such as Beijing, to attempt to
mitigate air pollution by adopting a series of control measures, including adjusting industrial structure,
using clean energy, limiting the number of private cars, and establishing the joint prevention and
control work with neighboring provinces [20,21].

In the spatial scale, high aerosol PM concentrations are a regional phenomenon [22], with a distinct
characteristic of spatial agglomeration. The North China Plain is the predominant region of
agglomeration [23]. In the temporal scale, the annual and seasonal variation characteristics of PM have
been observed in many cities and regions [23–25]. In the spatial distribution of PM2.5, the Hu Line [26]
and the Yangtze River are the E–W divide and S–N divide between high and low values of China,
respectively. Wang, et al. [27] explored the drivers of PM2.5 distribution in China from the perspectives
of human activities, such as urban area, urban population, and industrial production.

At present, considerable research has been carried out on the relationships between PM and
meteorological factors. For example, Li, Qian, Ou, Zhou, Guo, and Guo [24], Zhang et al. [28] and
Tian, Qiao, and Xu [25] have analyzed the impacts of meteorological conditions on PM pollution in
different season. Jian et al. [29], Li et al. [30], and Qin et al. [31] have predicted PM concentrations using
meteorological data. However, most studies have some limitations, due to their analyses focusing
on a certain city or region, which is hard to reflect back to the whole state of PM pollution [24,25,28].
Moreover, fewer research studies have analyzed the impact of meteorological factors on the spatial
distribution of PM, particularly in the large spatial scale, such as the whole country.

It is well known that there are various climatic zones and meteorological conditions with obvious
differences between regions across China. In other words, meteorological conditions also have
regional phenomenon in a spatial distribution, just like the spatial agglomeration of high PM2.5

concentrations [23]. This informs us that the spatial distribution characteristics of PM pollution may be
caused by the spatial difference of meteorological conditions. Hence, this study is designed to quantify
the spatial relationships between PM pollution and meteorological elements in China for the first time.

In the study, five meteorological elements, including precipitation, relative humidity, temperature,
pressure, and wind speed, were investigated. Here, we first describe the spatial distribution of PM
(including PM2.5 and PM10) and meteorological elements, and compare their spatial characteristics
by calculating the similar degree of association between PM and meteorological elements. And then,
we provide a quantitative analysis to understand meteorological drivers of PM pollution. The purpose
of this study is to find out the ideal meteorological regions where high PM concentrations are easily
scavenged. The work is particularly useful for urban industrial layout, because adverse meteorological
regions can facilitate the air pollution if the polluting enterprises are assigned to regions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data Source

For the one-year period from March 2014 to February 2015, the datasets of atmospheric PM and
meteorological elements (including precipitation, relative humidity, temperature, pressure, and wind
speed) were collected from 173 Chinese cities, as shown in Figure 1. Daily records of particulate
concentrations (PM2.5 and PM10) were obtained from the Chinese Air Quality On-line Monitoring
Analysis Platform (www.aqistudy.cn/historydata). Meteorological data, including precipitation,
relative humidity, temperature, pressure, and wind speed were obtained from Weather Underground
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(www.wunderground.com). The annual average values were calculated to explore the spatial
relationships between particulates and meteorological factors for the 173 cities. Hence, in the study, all
data types were analyzed in the form of annual average values.
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2.2. Spatial Interpolation for PM and Meteorological Elements

Spatial interpolation methods for PM (including PM2.5 and PM10) and meteorological elements
allow for an accurate assessment and monitoring of spatial distribution information. In recent years,
many scholars have studied spatial interpolation methods [32,33]. The most widely used methods
include the inverse distance weighted method, the moving average method, the Kriging method,
and the spline function method. Of these, the Kriging method is most suitable for meteorological
interpolation because expert knowledge and physical processes are not needed, which can effectively
reduce anthropogenic influence and improve the accuracy of the interpolation [34]. In this study,
the Kriging method was used to interpolate the annual average values of particulate concentrations
and meteorological factors from historical data.

According to the statistical hypothesis, sample size and uniformity of sample distribution are
decisive for the result of interpolation. In this study, 173 major cities throughout China were selected as
the interpolation sample. The annual average values of PM concentrations and various meteorological
elements were calculated, and spatially interpolated in GIS to obtain spatial distribution maps.

2.3. The Role of Meteorological Elements in Relation to PM

As mentioned in some previous studies [24,35], there are obvious nonlinear relationships among
meteorological elements. Therefore, a reasonable and effective reasonable assessment of these
relationships is of great importance. Traditional statistical methods, such as the Spearman’s rank
correlation and the gray correlation analysis can result in poor assessment quality, and may cause
a large error [25,28,31,36]. To overcome these hurdles, new methodologies have been developed
for classification and regression, such as neural network and boosted regression tree (BRT), which
offer advantages over interaction and prediction [37,38]. Tree-based methods can deal with a mix
of variables effectively, including continuous, categorical, and even missing data. Additionally,
trees can successfully model nonlinear effects and interactions between meteorological elements [38].
So, in the study, we used the boosted regression tree (BRT) model to quantify the effects of
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meteorological elements on China’s PM (including PM2.5 and PM10) concentrations. A summary
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The BRT model can be used to predict and explain potential relationships between a response
and its predictor variables. The BRT model can effectively handle many types of numerical
or categorical responses and predictors and loss functions such as Gaussian, Laplace, Bernoulli,
and Poisson [39]. In the current study, the Gaussian distribution was used to explore the impacts
of meteorological factors on PM2.5 and PM10. The BRT model was substantially different from
traditional regression-based approaches, which were designed to improve the performance of a single
model by fitting and combining many models for prediction. The BRT model contains two robust
algorithms: regression trees and boosting. The regression trees technique eliminates interactions
among predictors by recursive binary splits, while the boosting algorithm uses an iterative method to
develop a tree ensemble consisting of many small regression trees to improve stability and predictive
performance [37,40].

Previous studies have explored the use of BRT models to draw inferences concerning various
intricate predictor variables. Carslaw and Taylor [41] analyzed the influence of each variable on
nitrogen oxide (NOx) concentrations at a mixed source location using the BRT method. Similar
research was conducted by Sayegh, Tate, and Ropkins [40] regarding roadside NOx concentrations,
which also considered multiple variables, including background concentrations of NOx, traffic density,
and meteorological conditions. In recent years, BRT models have been used for epidemiological
studies, such as hand, foot and mouth disease [42–44].

In the BRT model, the three model input parameters are the learning rate (lr), tree complexity (tc),
and number of trees (nt). These values need to be determined for model fitting purposes. The learning
rate is a shrinkage parameter for reducing the contribution of each tree as it is added to the model
during the expansion process. The tree complexity determines the maximum depth of variable
interactions that control the size of the trees. In general, decreasing lr increases the number of trees
required, and tc influences the optimal nt. For a given lr, fitting more complex trees results in fewer
trees required for minimum error. To achieve the best predictive performance and minimum predictive
error, it is necessary to determine the optimum combination of the three parameters (lr, tc, and nt).
As expected, predictive performance is also affected significantly by sample size, and large samples
produce lower predictive error. However, in most situations, large amounts of sample data are not
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available, so techniques such as cross validation (cv) are employed to develop and evaluate the model.
In this study, the three model parameters (lr, tc, and nt) were determined using 10-fold cross validation
(cv) [45]. To obtain the optimal values of these parameters, many simulations were carried out using
the following values: lr (0.5–0.001), tc (1–10), and nt (100–15,000). As recommended [37], lr = 0.005 and
tc = 5 were used, and nt > 1000 was optimal.

All simulations were performed with R statistics software using the “gbm” package version 2.1.3
developed by Greg Ridgeway [39]. The whole dataset was divided into two parts: one used as the
training dataset to develop the model, and the other used as the independent testing set to estimate
the prediction performance. With a bag fraction of 0.5, half of the training set was randomly selected
to fit each consequent tree.

In the BRT model, PM concentrations were the response variables, and five meteorological
elements were the predictor variables. Correlation coefficients between the response and predictors
were calculated to display the similar degree of association between PM and meteorological elements.
The contribution of each predictor was calculated to weigh its relative importance in atmospheric PM.
Partial dependence plots were produced to show the influence of each meteorological variable on the
PM concentrations, with variation in the meteorological variable.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Spatial Distribution Characteristics of PM

Figure 3 enables the visualization of PM (including PM2.5 and PM10) spatial distributions as
calculated through Kriging interpolation based on 173 monitoring cities, during the year of 2014.
Results indicated that there were remarkable distribution differences between PM2.5 and PM10. PM2.5

concentrations were shown to be generally higher in cities situated southeast of the Hu Line (SEH)
than those situated northwest of the Hu Line (NWH). However, PM10 concentrations were observed
to be significantly higher in cities located north of the Yangtze River (NY) than those located south
of the Yangtze River (SY). Figure 4 details the differences of PM2.5 and PM10, divided respectively
by the Hu Line and the Yangtze River. The annual mean PM2.5 level ranged from 59 ± 19 µg/m3 in
cities situated SEH, to 50 ± 12 µg/m3 in cities situated NWH. They far exceeded the Chinese pollution
standard of 35 µg/m3 for “good health” [46]. We found only 13 (or 8.9%) of the 146 monitored cited
situated SEH and 3 (or 1.1%) of the 27 monitored cited situated SHE to have confirmed with the annual
standard. Meanwhile, the annual mean PM10 level ranged from 115 ± 31 µg/m3 in cities located NY,
to 76 ± 20 µg/m3 in cities located SY. Among them, PM10 in cities located NY far exceeded the Chinese
pollution standard of 70 µg/m3 for “good health” [46], while PM10 in cities located SY was close to the
annual standard. We found only 6 (or 5.7%) of the 105 monitored cited located NY to have conformed
with the annual standard. But for the 68 monitored cited located SY, there were 29 (or 42.6%) cities
meeting the annual standard. Further, the ratio of PM2.5 to PM10 in China was calculated, as exhibited
in Figure 5. Results indicated that there was a wide distribution range of 30–70% for the ratio of PM2.5

in PM10. In the regions situated SEH, the ratio of PM2.5 to PM10 exceeded 50%, which indicated PM2.5

was the major component in PM10 during the regions. However, in the regions located NWH, the ratio
of PM2.5 to PM10 was less than 50%. Particularly in partial regions of Sinkiang and Inner Mongolia,
the ratio was under 40%.

We pose two main reasons for this pattern. Firstly, the variance is due to different pollutant
sources. Fossil fuel combustion and biomass burning are likely to increase the concentrations of
PM2.5, particularly in densely populated areas such as those southeast of Hu Line [47]. PM10, different
from PM2.5, mostly originates from the dust blown by the wind, especially from the surfaces without
cement and asphalt. In the areas located NY, the soil is drier and contains less water; as a result,
dust is more easily blown into the air, and can cause sandstorms and increase PM10 [48–50]. Then,
because the size distribution of PM10 is more extensive than that of PM2.5, the regions polluted by
PM2.5 also suffer from PM10 pollution. Therefore, the regions polluted by PM2.5 and PM10 are either
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the same or different in the spatial distribution. Particularly, in the regions situated SEH, PM2.5 is
the main PM contributor (above 50%). Due to the mechanism of impact on human health, PM2.5 is
more harmful than PM10, so at the same PM levels, a higher ratio of PM2.5 to PM10 indicates a more
adverse impact on human health. Secondly, we highlight the impact of climatic conditions on the
spatial distribution of PM. Though human activities are the main contributors to PM pollution and
Wang, Zhou, Wang, Feng, and Hubacek [27] have explored the role of socioeconomic factors in relation
to PM2.5 concentrations in the spatial scale in China, climatic elements cannot be ignored. For example,
there is higher precipitation and relative humidity in regions situated SY than those located in the
northern regions, which is vital to eliminate pollutants in the air. In addition, the wind speed on the
southeast of coast of China is higher than that on the central China, which contributes to the pollution
dispersion [24].
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3.2. Similar Spatial Characteristics between PM and Meteorological Elements

It is interesting to investigate the potential drivers of PM in spatial distribution in China. It is
also well known that there are various climatic zones and weather conditions which have obvious
differences between regions in China. This informs us that the spatial distribution characteristics of
PM may be partly caused by the spatial difference of meteorological conditions.

In the study, we found that temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, atmospheric pressure
and precipitation presented a consistently significantly coherence with particulates (PM2.5 or PM10)
in the spatial distribution through the annual average data. The spatial distribution characteristics
of investigated meteorological factors can be clearly seen from Figure 6A–E. The spatial variations
in precipitation and temperature were similar to that in PM10, and high precipitation and high
temperatures appear south of the Yangtze River (SY). The spatial variations in atmospheric pressure
were similar to that in PM2.5, and the region situated southeast of the Hu Line (SEH) had high pressure.
The spatial variations in relative humidity were similar to those in both PM2.5 and PM10. The spatial
variations in wind speed were similar to that in PM2.5, and high wind speed was located in northwest
of the Hu Line (NWH) and south of the Yangtze River (SY).

In consideration of the nonlinear relationships among meteorological factors, further analysis was
carried out through the boosted regression tree method. The correlation coefficients of verification and
cross validation exhibited high similar degrees of association between particulates and meteorological
factors (Figure 7), reaching to 0.938 (between PM2.5 and meteorological factors) and 0.917 (between
PM10 and meteorological factors), respectively. Among these meteorological factors, temperature
was the main contributor and had the largest contributions to both of PM2.5 and PM10, which
were respectively 29.8% and 39.4%. This may be due to different temperature requires different
energy demands for heating (or cooling). In addition, precipitation and atmospheric pressure played
a significant role in the spatial distribution of PM2.5, accounting for 22.8% and 19.4%. In terms of the
spatial distribution of PM10, relative humidity (35.1%) and precipitation (17.1%) had a great influence,
to some extent.
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In fact, in the spatial distribution, Hu Line is an important boundary line in the distribution of the
Chinese population within mainland China [26]. According to a seminal theory [51], the formation
of the Hu Line is the product of climate change. In the evolution of nearly a thousand years, climate
change has resulted in fluctuation in the agricultural production potential in China; the population
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followed this change and formed the geographical boundary line of population distribution. Further,
in the densely populated areas, large amounts of fossil fuel and biomass are consumed, and particulate
pollution is generated. Thus, in spatial distribution characteristics of PM, meteorological elements are
the direct or indirect contributors in China.

3.3. Correlation between Air PM and Meteorological Elements

The boosted regression tree model was used to quantify the spatial relationships between PM
(including PM2.5 and PM10) and meteorological elements across China, as shown in Figure 8. It could
be clearly observed that the relationship curves of PM2.5-meteorological factors were very similar to
those of PM10-meteorological factors. The results indicated that the influence of meteorological factors
on the spatial distribution of PM2.5 was the same as that of PM10. For this reason, PM2.5 and PM10

were subsequently considered the same, and denoted simply as PM.
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Rug plots at inside top of plots indicate distribution of sites across that variable, in deciles. In the
plots, TEM, PREC, PRES, WS, and HUM indicate temperature, precipitation, pressure, wind speed,
and relative humidity, respectively.

There existed three threshold points on the PM–temperature curve. When the temperature was
above 10 ◦C, PM concentrations were increasing until the second threshold point (approximately
15 ◦C), after which PM concentrations began to decrease. When the temperature approached 21 ◦C,
the trend of the curve began to be flattened. In other words, the regions where temperature was
15 ◦C, such as Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei regions, had the highest PM concentrations. On the contrary,
in the southeastern regions in China, where the temperature was above 15 ◦C, there was low PM
concentrations. This is due to the fact that high temperature normally accompanies a higher boundary
layer, and promotes the vertical dispersion of particles within the atmosphere [24].

The finding that precipitation was negatively correlated with PM concentrations until a threshold
point (1500 mm), is in accordance with the fact that the air quality is better in rainy areas. The negative
correlation indicates high precipitation can decrease the PM concentrations, due to its scavenging
effects on polluted air.

In this study, the PM–atmospheric pressure curve did not increase until 900 hPa. When the
atmospheric pressure was above 900 hPa, the trend of the curves began to rise. Generally, when an
area has low atmospheric pressure, air converges and rises. Particulates in the near surface rise to
higher altitudes, accelerating the dispersion and dilution of air pollutants. Conversely, when an area
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is controlled by a high atmospheric pressure, the air becomes stable in the vertical direction, which
hinders pollutant dispersion [24]. What’s more, the contribution of atmospheric pressure to PM2.5

(19.4%) was larger than the contribution to PM10 (3.2%), as shown in Figure 7. Compared to coarse
particulate (PM10), fine particulate (PM2.5), due to its lower gravity, may be more sensitive to the
influence of atmospheric pressure, and can be transported by ascending gas flow. For the coarse
particulate (PM10), however, it is opposite, due to its more gravity than PM2.5. Hence, the regions
located northwest of the Hu Line (NWH), under the impact of low atmospheric pressure, are more
polluted by PM10, not by PM2.5.

As with the relationship between PM and precipitation, PM and wind speed are negatively
correlated until a threshold point around 3 m/s, which means high wind speed contributes to the
dispersion of air PM. The regions situated NWH are controlled by high wind speed, so the air quality is
better. For the cross region situated SEH and NY, particularly in the Beijing–Tian–Hebei region, though
the wind speed is high, the PM pollution remains serious, which is mainly caused by the contribution
of regional transport under the impact of high wind speed [52,53]. It could be clearly observed that the
regions located NWH were polluted by PM10, not by PM2.5 (Figure 3). This is because PM10 mostly
originates from the dust blown by the wind, especially from the surfaces without cement and asphalt.
In the regions located NWH, the soil is drier and contains less water; as a result, dust is more easily
blown into the air, and can cause sandstorms and result in high PM10 concentrations [48–50].

The PM–relative humidity curve had the trend of increasing when the relative humidity ranged
50–60%, and then decreased rapidly until a threshold point around 65%. Generally, the air quality was
worse in the low relative humidity, and better in the high relative humidity. In the regions under the
impact of high relative humidity, the air particulates absorb more water, increase in size and volume,
and subside to the ground with the gravity [54]. Moreover, high relative humidity may also indicate
more precipitation events, which results in lower PM concentrations [55]. In the spatial distribution,
the southern regions in China had little particulate pollution, due to higher relative humidity, which is
in accordance with the theory. In the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei regions, because of the higher pollutant
emission and lower relative humidity, the air quality is obviously worse than other regions. However,
the regions northwest of Hu Line are not polluted by PM2.5, though the regions are controlled by the
low relative humidity. This is mainly due to PM2.5 originating from fossil fuel combustion and biomass
burning [56], but these regions have little pollutant emission because of the sparse population.

The study reveals that there are spacescale-dependent relationships between PM pollution and
meteorological elements. The spacescale-dependent relationship informs us that the meteorological
conditions influence PM concentrations in the spatial distribution. In summary, the regions with
temperature (less than 10 ◦C or more than 21 ◦C), precipitation (above 1500 mm), atmospheric pressure
(below 900 hPa), wind speed (above 3 m/s), and relative humidity (above 65%), have great air quality.
In view of the constraints of reality, we selected the top three influential factors, namely, temperature
(29.8–39.4%), relative humidity (13.4–35.1%), and precipitation (17.1–22.8%) as the filter conditions to
evaluate the air quality in a certain area. Results indicate that the regions on the southeast coast of
China may be the most appropriate for urban industrial production. Meanwhile, the air pollutants
emitted by industrial production are easy to be scavenged.

4. Conclusions

This study showed the spatial characteristics of PM pollution and related meteorological elements.
Using the boosted regression trees analysis, we quantified the spatial relationships between PM
concentration and meteorological elements. Results indicated that climatic factors were important
driving forces influencing the spatial agglomeration of PM concentrations, besides anthropogenic
activities. The influence of temperature had similar inverted V-shaped characteristics, and the regions
with annual temperature around 15 ◦C were most polluted by PM. The annual PM concentrations
were negatively correlated with annual precipitation, wind speed, and relative humidity, but they
were positively correlated with annual atmospheric pressure. According to our analysis, the ideal
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meteorological regions were defined by a combination of the following conditions: (a) temperature
<10 ◦C or >21 ◦C; (b) precipitation >1500 mm; (c) atmospheric pressure <900 hPa; (d) wind
speed >3 m/s; and (e) relative humidity >65%, where air pollutants are easily scavenged. Our
study provides another explanation to the regional agglomeration phenomenon of PM pollution
that climatic distribution greatly influences spatial characteristics of PM concentrations, just like
anthropogenic activities.

However, there are some limitations to the present research. First, the study period was based
on a one-year dataset from March 2014 to February 2015, which may be short for the exploration to
the spatial relationships between PM pollution and weather conditions. Second, the PM pollution
dataset was collected from urban regions, not including rural regions. The spatial characteristics of
PM pollution could be overestimated. Third, the meteorological elements only include precipitation,
relative humidity, temperature, atmospheric pressure, and wind speed. Maybe wind direction and
cloud cover also have influence on the spatial distribution of PM, which can be considered together in
further research.
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